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Abstract The afferent visual pathway represents the most
frequently affected white matter pathway in multiple sclerosis
(MS) and neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorders (NMOSD).
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) can reveal microstructural or
non-overt brain tissue damage and quantify pathological pro-
cesses. DTI facilitates the reconstruction ofmajor white matter
fiber tracts allowing for the assessment of structure-function
and damage-dysfunction relationships. In this review, we out-
line DTI studies investigating the afferent visual pathway in
idiopathic optic neuritis (ON), NMOSD, and MS. Since MS
damage patterns are believed to depend on multiple factors,
i.e., ON (anterior visual pathway damage), inflammatory le-
sions (posterior visual pathway damage), and global diffuse
inflammatory and neurodegenerative processes, comprehen-
sive knowledge on different contributing factors using DTI
in vivo may advance our understanding of MS disease

pathology. Combination of DTI measures and visual outcome
parameters yields the potential to improve routine clinical di-
agnostic procedures and may further the accuracy of individ-
ual prognosis with regard to visual function and personalized
disease outcome. However, due to the inherent limitations of
DTI acquisition and post-processing techniques and the so far
heterogeneous and equivocal data of previous studies, evalu-
ation of the true potential of DTI as a possible biomarker for
afferent visual pathway dysfunction is still substantially limit-
ed. Further research efforts with larger longitudinal studies
and standardized DTI acquisition and post-processing valida-
tion criteria are needed to overcome current DTI limitations.
DTI evaluation at different levels of the visual pathway has the
potential to provide markers for individual damage evaluation
in the future. As an imaging biomarker, DTI may support
individual outcome prediction during personalized treatment
algorithms inMS and other neuroinflammatory diseases, here-
by leveraging the concept of predictive, preventive, and per-
sonalized medicine in the field of clinical neuroimmunology.
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Abbreviations
AD axial diffusivity
ADC apparent diffusion coefficient
AQP4-ab aquaporin-4-antibody
BOLD blood-oxygen-level dependent
CNS central nervous system
DTI diffusion tensor imaging
DWI diffusion-weighted imaging
EDSS expanded disability status scale
FA fractional anisotropy
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FLAIR fluid-attenuated inversion recovery
fMRI functional magnetic resonance imaging
GCIPL ganglion cell-inner plexiform layer
Gd Gadolinium
HCVA high-contrast visual acuity
LCVA low-contrast visual acuity
LETM longitudinally extensive transverse myelitis
LGN lateral geniculate nucleus
MD mean diffusivity
mfERG multifocal electroretinography
mfVEP multifocal visual evoked potentials
MOG myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein
MRI magnetic resonance imaging
MRS magnetic resonance spectroscopy
MS multiple sclerosis
MTR magnetization transfer ratio
MV macular volume
NAWM normal-appearing white matter
NMOSD neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorder
OCT optical coherence tomography
ON optic neuritis
OR optic radiation
PPPM predictive, preventive, and personalized medicine
RD radial diffusivity
RNFL retinal nerve fiber layer
ROI region of interest
TBSS tract-based spatial statistics
VBA voxel-based analysis

Introduction

The afferent visual pathway, longing from retinal photorecep-
tor cells to visual cortex area neurons, represents the most
frequently affected white matter pathway in central nervous
system (CNS) inflammatory disorders. Over one third of mul-
tiple sclerosis (MS) patients experience persistent visual
symptoms [1]. Optic neuritis (ON) is among most frequent
symptoms in MS [1–3] and a core clinical characteristic in
neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorders (NMOSD) [4, 5].
Comparative evaluation of neuroinflammatory disease pat-
terns such as ON and optic radiation (OR)-associated white
matter lesions in vivo has the potential to advance our under-
standing about structural and functional visual system degra-
dation during the complex and highly heterogeneous MS and
NMOSD disease course. Although parameters that are based
on routine structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), such
as T2 lesions and gadolinium (Gd) – enhancing plaques, rep-
resent highly relevant biomarkers for diagnosis [4, 6] and
therapy response in randomized controlled clinical trials [7,
8], they provide insufficient information on functionally rele-
vant disease severity, especially with respect to the visual sys-
tem. DTI provides new markers that are sensitive and

relatively specific to non-overt brain tissue damage [9]. DTI
facilitates the reconstruction and investigation of the optic
radiation and allows for an in vivo anatomical assessment of
damage-dysfunction relationships [9, 10]. The multimodal use
of DTI together with optical coherence tomography (OCT)
and visual evoked potentials (VEP) facilitates an objective
assessment of the entire afferent visual system. Hence, DTI
of the visual pathway combined with OCT and VEP provides
a symptom-based clinical evaluation with new promising out-
come parameters in therapeutic phase II and phase III
neuroimmunological disease studies, especially of
remyelinating and neuroprotective agents [1]. However, there
is overwhelming heterogeneity and complexity in the use of
visual pathway DTI and a lack of standards for DTI acquisi-
tion [11] and post-processing [12] techniques. This has led to
equivocal findings [13] impeding the evaluation of DTI as a
potential biomarker [9]. This review summarizes the current
literature on DTI as a possible biomarker to assess visual
system degradation in MS, NMOSD, and idiopathic ON.
Additionally, we aim to give an overview of current DTI lim-
itations and attempt to provide possible solutions to form a
future research agenda towards a reasonable application of
DTI as part of the neuro-visual assessment battery. Our article
conforms with the recommendations of the BEPMA White
Paper^ [14].

Visual pathway in neuroinflammatory diseases

Structure–function relationships in the visual pathway
system

The anterior part of the visual pathway (Fig. 1) consists of the
first three neurons including retinal photo receptor cells, bipo-
lar cells, as well as the retinal ganglion cells which convey
visual information from the inner membrane of the retina via

�Fig. 1 Selection of visual pathway anatomical structures and assessment
methods. Important anatomical structures are displayed: retina, optic
nerve, optic chiasm, and optic tract are parts of the anterior visual
pathway and lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), optic radiation, and
primary visual cortex are parts of the posterior visual pathway. Optic
neuritis within the optic nerve, OR lesions within the optic radiation,
and V1 atrophy of the visual cortex are displayed as typical damage
patterns in neuroinflammatory diseases, e.g., multiple sclerosis.
Whereas HCVA and LCVA may assess the overall functionality of the
visual system, other methods provide information on different visual
system parts, i.e., OCT of the retina, DTI-based tractography of the optic
radiation and functional MRI of the visual cortex. MfVEP evaluates la-
tency delays along the entire pathway from optic nerve to V1 area. This
figure was made by use of InkScape (https://inkscape.org/en/). OR lesion
optic radiation lesion, V1 atrophy primary visual cortex atrophy, DTI
diffusion tensor imaging, OCT optical coherence tomography, mfVEP
multifocal visual evoked potentials, HCVA high-contrast visual acuity,
LCVA low-contrast visual acuity, LGN lateral geniculate nucleus
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the optic nerve, the chiasm, and the optic tracts to the thalamic
lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) [15]. By forming a synapse

with the fourth order neuron in the LGN, visual information is
transferred to the posterior visual pathway, passing along the
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optic radiation (OR), a white matter pathway containing strict-
ly aligned axonal fibers with inferior visual field information
conveyed in the anterior Meyer loop, to finally hit the primary
visual cortex [15]. Whereas information on motion perception
is transferred via the dorsal stream to parietal associative cor-
tical areas, the ventral stream sends object-relevant informa-
tion to the temporal cortex.

Optic neuritis – a model of anterior visual pathway
damage

ON involves primary inflammation, demyelination, and axonal
injurywithin the optic nerve and represents the onset symptomof
MS in 20–30% and occurs in nearly 70% of MS patients during
the course of the disease [1]. Typically, MS-associated ON pre-
sents with subacute blurry vision with reduced contrast sensitiv-
ity or complete visual loss in one or—much less frequently—
both eyes developing during hours or days associated with
dyschromatopsia and pain during eye movement [16]. By con-
trast, NMOSD-associated ON, which is also one of the NMOSD
core clinical characteristics, often presents with atypical symp-
toms, such as binocular affection and more pronounced visual
loss with a worse recovery rate compared toMS [17–21]. Due to
pathophysiological similarities between MS-associated ON and
MS brain lesions with regard to inflammatory T-cell microglial
activation and subsequent axonal degradation, optic neuritis
serves as a concrete model of neuroinflammatory damage in
the visual system [16].

MS visual pathway white matter damage patterns

Wallerian degeneration (anterograde axonal degeneration) and
retrograde axonal degeneration (Bdying-back^ degeneration)
have been suggested to occur as mid- to long-term damage
after acute inflammatory changes [22], e.g., due to ON or after
lesional development within the OR. Beyond focal axonal
damage and its direct mid-term consequences, the question
has emerged as to whether trans-synaptic degeneration may
play an additional significant role in chronic disease develop-
ment and neurodegeneration [23]. Subclinically silent tissue
destruction following inflammatory damage due to ON or
white matter lesions may serve as an example for white matter
destruction in MS in general. Additionally, chronic diffuse
neurodegeneration including the cortical and deep gray matter
and the retina or a global diffuse inflammatory activity have
been suggested to be present in long-term progressive MS
course [24], but are also detectable from earliest disease stages
[25–28]. This diffuse neurodegeneration may add to the deg-
radation of visual system structures and functions and may
contribute to the global and focal disease burden in MS.
Therefore, a quantitative and precise assessment of micro-
structural damage in the visual pathway would enhance our
understanding of disease pathology in MS.

NMOSD visual pathway white matter damage patterns

NMOSD is an immune-mediated inflammatory and demye-
linating disease that preferentially affects the optic nerves and
the spinal cord [29, 30] and has long believed to be a rare
variant of MS. The discovery and investigation of
aquaporin-4 (AQP4)-antibodies [21, 31–35] have revolution-
ized NMOSD diagnostics by setting the disease apart from
MS [36, 37] and substantially changing NMOSD treatment
[38] which considerably differs from classic disease-
modifying treatment in MS [39–48]. However, especially
against the background of emerging evidence on myelin oli-
godendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG) - antibody-positive cases
related to NMOSD, the heterogeneous pathophysiology of
NMOSD still needs to be fully elucidated [49–58].

Multimodal objective CNS visual pathway assessment

Newly developed biomarkers can provide information for
stratification and prediction in the setting of predictive, pre-
ventive, and personalized medicine in neurology [59]. While
the entire visual pathway is profoundly susceptible to inflam-
matory damage [24], and although visual dysfunction has a
major impact on patients’ quality of life [19, 60, 61], individ-
ual visual impairment remains highly variable and subjective
among patients. Objective quantification of visual pathway
damage can be approached by different interdisciplinary
methods, i.e., low-contrast visual acuity (LCVA), optical co-
herence tomography (OCT), visual evoked potentials (VEP),
electroretinography (ERG), and several advanced MRI tech-
niques, i.e., magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS), magne-
tization transfer ratio (MTR), functional (f)MRI, and ultrahigh
field imaging (Table 1) [22, 24, 62, 63].

Diffusion tensor imaging

DTI indices and their correlations to CNS
pathomechanisms

DTI measures the integrity and architecture of normal-
appearing CNS structures by estimating displacement of water
molecules along and perpendicular to white matter tracts [13,
73]. In each imaging voxel, DTI estimates a local diffusion
profile as an ellipsoid (Fig. 2). For subsequent interpretation,
the complex tensor information needs to be summarized.
Finally, DTI-based indices are generated. Different DTI indi-
ces have been demonstrated to correlate with different micro-
structural tissue properties or pathological tissue changes
(Table 2).

The most widely used parameter is the fractional anisotro-
py (FA) index (Fig. 3) which represents anisotropic diffusion
of water molecules and is suggested to correlate with
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microstructural integrity [9, 13]. Mean diffusivity (MD)
values correspond to the overall molecular water diffusion rate
and reflect the status of tissue integrity at a rather global level
[9, 13]. More specific insights are provided by evaluation of
axial diffusivity (AD) and radial diffusivity (RD) values. AD
is discussed to represent potential axonal damage, and RD
commonly increases when white matter demyelination and
axonal density loss occur [9].

DTI-based white matter assessment

There are different approaches for the evaluation of DTI pa-
rameters. Regional assessment can be enabled by region-of-
interest (ROI) analysis [73]. Whole brain analyses are

performed using voxel-based analysis (VBA) or tract-based
spatial statistics (TBSS; Fig. 4) [74]. Moreover, tractography
analysis can be used to confine evaluation to specific tracts.
Several post-processing software techniques have been devel-
oped. A selection of the different approaches, the related soft-
ware and the study groups is shown in Table 3. Deterministic
tractography uses the principal eigenvector information in
combination with FA and anatomical knowledge through seed
and target ROIs [73]. However, deterministic tractography
methods are impeded by the limited knowledge on the possi-
ble error of deviance caused by the tracking procedure [73].
On the other hand, probabilistic tractography incorporates the
uncertainty into the tracking algorithm and produces connec-
tivity metric at each voxel (Fig. 5) [75].

Table 1 Synopsis of visual pathway assessment methods and outcome parameters

Functional vs.
structural

Information Findings and correlations

Low-contrast visual acuity (LCVA) Functional (global) Sensitive to functional global visual
impairment and Breal world^ visual
impairment

- LCVA correlates with visual impairment of
reading, facial recognition and driving
[64]

- LCVA is associated with vision-related
quality of life [65]

Vision-related quality of life Functional (global) Global functional assessment of patients’
disability related to vision

- Vision-related quality of life correlates
with reduced LCVA [19, 61, 65] and
OCT retinal damage [19]

Optical coherence tomography
(OCT)

Structural (retina - an-
terior visual path-
way)

Identification of structural changes
within the retinal tissue

- RNFL thinning correlates with LCVA [66]

- RNFL thinning correlates with brain
atrophy [67]

- RNFL correlates with 7 T optic radiation
thinning [22]

Pattern visual evoked potentials
(VEP) and multifocal visual
evoked potentials (mfVEP)

Functional (anterior
and posterior visual
pathway)

Detection of demyelination and loss of
axons resulting in latency delay and/or
conduction block

- Early VEP prolongation predicts
subsequent retinal axonal loss [68]

- VEP over time correlates with visual
cortex fMRI [69]

- VEP latency correlates with optic nerve
MTR [70]

Pattern electroretinography (ERG)
and multifocal electroretinography
(mfERG)

Functional
(retina-anterior
visual pathway)

Measurement of electrical responses of
retinal cell types

- mfERG correlates with LCVA and RNFL
[71]

Magnetic resonance spectroscopy
(MRS)

Structural (posterior
visual pathway and
visual cortex)

Quantification of metabolites (e.g.,
N-acetyl-aspartate) within voxels

- MRS correlates with RNFL thinning in
ON [23]

Magnetization transfer ratio (MTR) Structural (anterior and
posterior visual
pathway)

Measurement of myelin content within
anatomical structures

- Optic nerve MTR correlates with VEP
latency following optic neuritis [70]

Functional MRI (fMRI) Functional (visual
cortex)

Changes in cortical activation-based
BOLD effect

- fMRI negatively correlates with VEP after
ON [69]

- Cortical activation correlates with visual
motion perception [72]

Ultrahigh field MRI at 7 T Structural (posterior
visual pathway)

Delineation of the optic radiation in T2*
imaging

- Correlations of OR thinning with OCT
RNFL and OR lesion load [22, 62, 63]

LCVA low-contrast visual acuity,OCToptical coherence tomography, RNFL retinal nerve fiber layer, 7 T 7 Tesla,NMOSD neuromyelitis optica spectrum
disorders,MSmultiple sclerosis,mfVEPmultifocal visual evoked potentials, fMRI functional MRI,MTRmagnetization transfer ratio,mfERGmultifocal
ERG, MRS magnetic resonance spectroscopy, ON optic neuritis, BOLD blood-oxygen-level dependent, OR optic radiation
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The results of any of these evaluations can be combined
with other structural and functional MRI parameters, e.g., to-
pological T1/T2 lesion load within the optic radiation and
blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD)-effect analyses with-
in visual system structures. These approaches have the poten-
tial of a more specific evaluation of damage-dysfunction rela-
tionships on the anatomical and microstructural basis.

Visual pathway DTI in idiopathic ON

Few DTI studies focusing on idiopathic ON have investigated
the effect of isolated ON damage on the optic nerve and on
neighboring visual pathway structures. Optic nerve DTI in-
vestigations revealed increased RD and decreased FA values
at acute ON onset within the optic nerves of 33 clinically

isolated ON patients compared to healthy controls [95]. No
FA differences were seen within the OR of patients that were
investigated less than 1 year after ON compared with healthy
controls. However, patients that were investigated more than
1 year after acute ON exhibited significant FA decrease and
RD increase within the OR, suggesting temporal dynamics to
be a key factor in the detection of trans-synaptic neurodegen-
eration after ON with detectable OR changes after at least
1 year of acute ON onset. These findings were corroborated
by a longitudinal study that reported a decrease in FA and an
increase in RDwithin the OR of patients over 1 year following
ON, whereas no significant longitudinal change occurred in
healthy controls [96]. Another longitudinal study that investi-
gated 38 acute clinically isolated ON patients at presentation
and 6 and 12 months after acute ON consistently found OR-
specific FA reduction at an average rate of −2.6% per annum
[97]. In addition, decrease in FA as well as increase in RD and
MD correlated with primary visual cortex thinning over
12 months. AD showed positive correlations with RNFL
change in patients with no OR-specific T2 lesions [97]. In
sum, ON-driven trans-synaptic degeneration can be quantified
by longitudinal OR DTI and may occur as a prolonged re-
sponse after isolated ON. However, heterogeneous cohorts
in different studies strongly limit comparability between these
studies. In one of these studies, 19 out of 38 patients initially
classified as clinically isolated ON were subsequently diag-
nosed with MS after 12 months [97] while in the other, no
status of RRMS diagnosis after 1 year was reported [96].

Visual pathway DTI in NMOSD

Optic nerve DTI in NMOSD

A DTI study investigating the optic nerve revealed reduced
FAvalues in affected optic nerves of 28 NMOSD patients (all
with an aquaporin-4-antibody [AQP4-ab] positive status)
when compared to healthy control subjects [98]. However,

Fig. 2 Tensor ellipsoid with the main axes. Each axis has its eigenvector
(orientation of the axis) and its eigenvalue (length of the axis). The 1st
eigenvector is mainly used for tractography purposes; the eigenvalues are
the basis for all DTI parameters (eg. fractional anisotropy)

Table 2 Overview of DTI indices

Parameter Abbreviation Unit Formula Proposed pathologic
correlate

Fractional anisotropy FA scalar
ffiffi

1
2

q

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

λ1−λ2ð Þ2þ λ2−λ3ð Þ2þ λ3−λ1ð Þ2
p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

λ21þλ22þλ2
3Þ

p

Microstructural
disintegration

Median diffusivity MD mm2/s
λ1þλ2þλ3ð Þ

3

Microstructural
disintegration

Radial diffusivity RD mm2/s
λ2þλ3ð Þ

2

Myelin loss

Axial diffusivity AD mm2/s λ1 Axonal degradation

λ = eigenvalues of the three principal tensor axes
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whether optic nerve DTI values really could serve as potential
biomarkers to monitor disease progress and predict visual out-
come in NMOSD patients after ON is still a matter of debate
and requires more extensive efforts concerning longitudinal
visual pathway DTI studies in NMOSD.

Optic radiation DTI in NMOSD

Recent investigations of DTI values within the OR showed
pathological alterations of NMOSD patients compared to nor-
mal controls: first, ORMD values were consistently increased
in NMOSD [76–78] suggesting microstructural integrity loss
of OR fibers in NMOSD patients. Second, a significant reduc-
tion of FAwithin NMOSD OR was commonly observed [76,
79–81, 84, 99, 100]. Hence, microstructural damage within
the optic radiation is likely to occur during the course of the
disease. Third, RD increase [80] has been sporadically report-
ed to be present in the visual system of NMOSD patients
indicating demyelination processes to occur within the OR.
Up to now, there were no consistent reports on AD changes
as a correlate of potential axonal damage within the OR
throughout the literature [80, 81].

Collectively, these findings are highly indicative of trans-
synaptic anterograde degeneration spreading from the optic
nerves to the OR in NMOSD. One study comprising 21
NMOSD patients (90%AQP4-ab positive) using TBSS reported
parenchymal brain damage to be predominantly located in the
OR and found FA decrease within the OR to be associated with
RNFL thinning (Fig. 4) [84]. Another group consistently showed
that DTI OR FA reductions were exclusively confined to visual
pathway structures in NMOSD [81]. This notion is fostered by
other study results reporting evidence on OR DTI value alter-
ations only in regions of corticospinal or visual pathways [76,
100, 101]. However, there is still conflicting evidence as to
whether covert tissue damage can occur independent of attack-
associated lesions in NMOSD [102]. One study used DTI-based

probabilistic OR tractography and revealed FA reductions within
the OR of 25 AQP4-ab seropositive NMOSD patients [94].
Notably, OR FAwas not only reduced in NMOSD patients with
previous ON but FA reductions were also detectable in six
NMOSD patients with longitudinally extensive transverse mye-
litis (LETM) without evidence of prior ON. These findings sug-
gest microstructural changes in the afferent visual system inde-
pendent of ON attack-related mechanisms, possibly due to
AQP4-ab associated diffuse astrocytopathy [94]. Another article
reported diffuse FA reduction within subcortical white matter
structures in 21 NMOSD patients (90% AQP4-ab positive) in-
volving frontal, parietal, temporal, occipital, and limbic lobes
[82]. Moreover, according to recent publications, widespread
FA reductions were reported to be present along all brain tracts
[80, 103]. Larger longitudinal multimodal DTI studies are re-
quired to tackle the question as to whether NMOSDwhite matter
damage is exclusively confined to attack-related anterior visual
pathway and corticospinal tract degradation or extends to other
CNS pathways.

DTI-based differential diagnosis between NMOSD
and MS

Few studies have investigated the question as to whether DTI
may help to distinguish betweenMS and NMOSD using mul-
timodal MRI approaches. One study used two-dimensional
histograms of apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) and FA
of the whole brain. The correct recognition rate of NMO and
relapsing-remitting MS using this whole-brain DTI classifica-
tion feature was 85.7% [101]. Another multimodal approach
used 18 parameters from neuroimaging (among others DTI),
clinical, and cognitive measures to feed a classification algo-
rithm that enabled the distinction between MS, NMO, and
healthy controls with an accuracy of 84% [104]. Specific anal-
yses suggested more pronounced FA decrease within the optic
radiations of MS patients compared to less optic radiation FA

a b c

Fig. 3 Diffusion-weighted image, eigenvector map, and fractional
anisotropy map. a Healthy control diffusion-weighted image used as
raw image for further DTI post-processing. b Eigenvector map with
encoding of eigenvector directions by RGB code (red = left-right orien-
tation; green = anterior-posterior orientation; blue = inferior-superior

orientation) with red arrows showing highly aligned fibers of the optic
radiation and c fractional anisotropy (FA) map with high values (white) in
regions of highly aligned fiber tracts and low values (dark gray) in areas
of diffuse fiber orientation (yellow arrows showing highly aligned fibers
of the optic radiation corresponding to red arrows in b)
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decrease in NMOSD. Corpus callosum ROI-based DTI inves-
tigations showed FA decrease to be more pronounced in the
corpus callosum of MS patients compared to NMO with sen-
sitivity and specificity of 92.3 and 93.5% for differentiation
between both patient groups [105]. Up to now, the overall
differential diagnostic capacity of DTI within the visual path-
way remains questionable. To further elucidate differences
and similarities in NMO and MS within the visual pathway,
comparative studies including both patient groups with accu-
rate assessment of visual pathway anatomical structures are
required to dissect distinctive white matter damage patterns.

Visual pathway DTI in multiple sclerosis

DTI in MS anterior visual pathway due to ON

Optic nerve DTI in MS-ON

In general, optic nerve DTI indices (FA, MD, RD, AD) were
demonstrated to be significantly different in MS patients com-
pared to healthy controls indicating microstructural optic
nerve damage in terms of demyelination and axonal degrada-
tion subsequent to optic neuritis in MS patients [106–108]. In

Fig. 4 TBSS analysis of patients’ fiber tracts in patients with NMOSD
compared to healthy controls. a TBSS mean FA skeleton of patients and
healthy controls. b–d FA differences between NMOSD patients and
healthy controls at p values uncorrected for multiple comparisons
p < 0.05 (b) and p < 0.01 (c), and at a p < 0.05 fwe corrected for
multiple comparisons (d). Red-yellow = reduction in NMOSD patients/

blue-light blue = increase in NMOSD patients. For visualization
purposes, significant skeleton tracts are thickened (tbss_fill script of fsl).
b–d Are images reproduced from Pache F, Zimmermann H, Finke C,
et al. (2016) Brain parenchymal damage in neuromyelitis optica spectrum
disorder—a multimodal MRI study. Eur Radiol 26: 4413–4422. [84]
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several studies, optic nerve FA decrease and RD increase
strongly correlated with OCT RNFL thickness [107, 109,
110] suggesting retrograde axonal damage (Bdying-back^ de-
generation) to occur within the optic nerve in MS.
Longitudinal investigations up to 1 year after acute ON pro-
vide evidence of dynamic DTI changes with pathologic AD
reductions at onset increasing to normal AD levels over time.
On the other hand, FA values were reported to be initially
normal and then to decrease over time [111, 112]. These find-
ings suggest simultaneous demyelination and axonal loss as
well as possible reorganization processes to be present in the
optic nerve after ON. These processes seem to be detectable
and—at least to a certain extent—quantifiable by use of optic
nerve DTI.

Multifocal VEP amplitude reductions of affected optic
nerves were found to be associated with decreased FA values
and linear regression revealed optic nerve FA decrease to be
associated with optic nerve atrophy [113]. One study reported
associations between optic nerve RD increase and visual acu-
ity decline after MS-associated ON [108]. Although the
abovementioned correlations consistently occurred in all MS
disease courses to a certain extent, one study showed correla-
tions between RNFL loss and FA decrease and correlations

between RNFL loss and MD/RD/AD increase to be most
pronounced in secondary progressive MS ON patients indi-
cating potential differences in the intensity of pathogenetic
mechanisms between distinct MS phenotypes [109].

Although there is evidence of more pronounced DTI alter-
ations within ON-affected optic nerves compared toDTI value
changes inMS fellow eyes without prior ON [113], this notion
has been questioned by an investigation of a large cohort (104
MS patients) showing both ON-affected and non-ON-affected
optic nerves to exhibit similar FA decrease with no differences
between the two groups [109]. However, the same study
showed correlations between FA decrease and high-contrast
visual acuity (HCVA) impairment to be stronger in ON optic
nerves compared to non-ON optic nerves. These results were
challenged by another study investigating 23 MS-ON patients
that revealed 2.5 and 1.25% contrast letter acuity in the unaf-
fected eye to positively correlate with optic nerve FA and
reported absence of these correlations when only ON-
affected optic nerves of MS patients were considered [114].
Hence, there is still conflicting evidence regarding the impact
of ON on associations between ONDTI indices and structural
as well as functional visual outcome parameters.
Consideration of ON status and subgroup analysis of affected

a

b

c

Fig. 5 Probabilistic tractography of the optic radiation. a Optic radiation
fibers are calculated using probabilistic tractography (constrained
spherical deconvolution [122] using MRtrix 0.2.12; Brain Research
Institute, Melbourne, Australia) in a patient with neuromyelitis optica

spectrum disorder (NMOSD). Optic radiation in b is visualized in axial,
sagittal, and coronal plane (c) using DTI Quench (Vistalab Software,
Stanford University)
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and unaffected eyes is mandatory to fully understand
associations between optic nerve DTI alterations and
visual function.

Several studies investigated the potential capacity for
optic nerve DTI values to predict subsequent visual im-
pairment after ON. Two studies consistently showed ini-
tial AD decrease at baseline [112] and after 1 month
[111] to predict other visual outcome parameters - i.e.
OCT RNFL thinning, full-field VEP latency delay - and
visual acuity measures after 6 months [112] as well as
OCT RNFL and multifocal VEP changes after 12 months
[111]. After an initial decrease, AD values gradually
increased back to normal AD values after a median of
18 weeks in MS ON patients. Longer AD normalization
times were associated with more pronounced RNFL
thinning and mfVEP amplitude loss at 12 months
[111]. These findings suggest that optic nerve DTI AD
values at ON baseline and the initial course of decreased
AD values gradually increasing back to normal levels are
biomarker candidates in MS patients to predict functional
disability and putative recovery after acute ON. This sug-
gests that AD reflects the degree of overall optic nerve
axonal destruction caused by an acute inflammation.
However, these findings need to be confirmed by larger
optic nerve DTI studies with longer follow-up.

Optic tract DTI in MS-ON

One study [86] investigated optic tracts of 34 MS patients with-
out finding any correlations between DTI FA, MD, RD, or AD
and ON history or between DTI parameters and EDSS.
However, reduction of RNFL and total macular volume
(TMV) correlated with optic tract FA decrease suggesting axonal
damage in the optic nerve with retrograde or anterograde axonal
degradation. In one study, reduced AD values in the optic tracts
were associated with RNFL thinning [88], providing evidence
for chronic axonal loss after acute ON resulting in anterograde
Wallerian degeneration of the optic tracts. However, degenera-
tion did not proceed to the optic radiations opposing the concept
of anterograde trans-neuronal changes [88].

Optic radiation DTI in MS-ON

There is conflicting evidence with regard to the short- and
long-term occurrence of trans-synaptic degeneration in MS
patients after acute ON. Cross-sectional assessment (TBSS
analysis) of the OR revealed correlations between the decrease
of OR FA values and RNFL thinning in MS [83]. Another
study showed negative correlations between mean P100
VEP and FA decline. Moreover, positive correlations between
mean P100 VEP and RD were demonstrated [85], suggesting

Table 3 Selection of common
DTI post-processing techniques
to visualize the optic radiation
implemented in multiple sclerosis
(MS), neuromyelitis optica spec-
trum disorder (NMOSD) and idi-
opathic optic neuritis (ON) visual
pathway assessment studies

DTI post-processing approach Software Disease Study group

Region-of-interest (ROI)-based analysis on
whole-brain DTI images

SPM NMOSD Yu et al. [76]a

DtiStudio NMOSD Zhao et al. [77]a

Tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS) FSLTBSS NMOSD Liu et al. [78]

FSLTBSS NMOSD Doring et al. [79] and
Rueda-Lopes et al. [80]

FSLTBSS NMOSD Pichiecchio et al. [81]

FSLTBSS NMOSD von Glehn et al. [82]

FSLTBSS MS Scheel et al. [83]

FSLTBSS NMOSD Pache et al. [84]

FSLTBSS MS Lobsien et al. [85]

Deterministic tractography DtiStudio MS Dasenbrock et al. [86]b

DtiStudio MS Reich et al. [87]

Probabilistic tractography ConTrack ON Raz et al. [88, 89]

ConTrack MS Klistorner et al. [90, 91] and
Alsohwaeir et al. [92]

FSL probtrackx

MRtrix

MS

NMOSD

Balk et al. [93]

Oertel et al. [94]

SPM (Statistical Parametric Mapping - Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, University College of
London). DtiStudio (Johns Hopkins University). FSL Tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS - Oxford Centre for
Functional MRI of the Brain). FSL probtrackx (Oxford Centre for Functional MRI of the Brain). ConTrack
(Vistalab Software, Stanford University). MRtrix package (Brain Research Institute, Melbourne, Australia)
a These study groups used manual ROI delineation of the optic radiation
bDasenbrock et al. [86] used deterministic tractography to delineate the optic tract
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putative underlying anterograde trans-synaptic degeneration
in the visual pathway to occur and to be quantifiable by OR
DTI measurements. Whereas one study showed OR FA to be
altered in ON patients compared to non-ON patients [115],
another study found no changes in all OR DTI indices be-
tween the ON and non-ON group, at all [87]. Although OR
DTI provides evidence on possible OR damage consecutively
following after ON, the concrete processes andmechanisms of
trans-synaptic degeneration within the visual system in vivo
have still not been fully elucidated. Given the heterogeneous
DTI methods used in previous publications and the temporal
dynamic nature of trans-synaptic degeneration lasting from
acute ON onset until several years after attack, exact quantifi-
cation by use of DTI is still hampered. Longitudinal DTI stud-
ies investigating trans-synaptic effects in narrow intervals over
a period of more than 1 year subsequent to the ON event are
highly required. Use of other advanced imaging techniques
that have shown evidence of bidirectional axonal degeneration
within the visual pathway, such as studies demonstrating re-
duced average myelin water fraction measurements within the
optic radiations [116] and increased whole brain and regional
visual cortex atrophy assessed by structural MRI [117] asso-
ciated with OCT RNFL thinning, might be additionally useful
to fully understand possible bidirectional trans-synaptic neu-
rodegenerative processes within the visual pathway in vivo.

Lesional posterior visual pathway damage in MS

Optic tract DTI after posterior visual pathway damage

A recent study investigated optic tract DTI alterations with
focus on lesional damagewithin the OR. Left/right asymmetry
of the optic tract diameter was used as an indirect measure of
optic tract primary damage. Moreover, left/right asymmetry of
the OR lesion volume was measured. Analysis of optic tract
asymmetry demonstrated significant associations with left/
right asymmetry of the OR lesion volume (r = −0.42,
p = 0.001). This is possibly occurring due to retrograde
trans-neuronal degeneration of optic tract fibers caused by
OR lesions [90].

Optic radiation DTI

Correlations between OR integrity assessed by DTI indices
and T2 lesion load were investigated in a study of 102 MS
patients that found FA decrease to be associated with higher
T2 lesion volume [115]. Another study found higher MD
values to be correlated with higher T2 lesion volume [118].
These results were consistently interpreted as a consequence
of anterograde and retrograde axonal degeneration due to in-
flammatory lesional impact within the OR [115, 118]. One
study reported regional RD elevation in the OR parts that were
affected by OR-specific white matter lesions corroborating the

role of RD as a potential marker for demyelination [91]. A
significant elevation of RD in OR non-lesional fibers that
correlated with increased global but not focal T2 lesion vol-
ume was found, possibly indicating OR fiber damage to be
related to the overall burden of brain inflammatory activity
[91]. In this study, a linear regression model was employed
that, apart from lesion volume, also included disease duration,
age, gender, and a history of ON. Themodel explained 38% of
the observed increase in RD in non-lesional fibers and dem-
onstrated a significant effect of T2 lesion volume outside of
the OR and, to a lesser extent, disease duration and history of
ON on RD [91]. The same investigators reported significant
associations between mfVEP latency delay and increased OR-
specific T2 lesion volume. They found a positive correlation
between mfVEP latency delay and increase in MD, AD, and
RD and also showed FA decrease to be associated with
mfVEP latency delay [92]. A subgroup analysis in patients
without a history of ON revealed even higher positive corre-
lations between OR-specific T2 lesion volumes and increased
VEP latencies. By contrast, this correlation was absent in fel-
low eyes of MS-ON patients [92]. A further study detected
associations between high OR T2 lesion volume and OCT
RNFL thinning as well as between increased OR T2 lesion
volume and low LCVA scores [90]. These findings indicate
functional impairment within the entire visual pathway caused
by T2 lesions within the OR. Moreover, OR-specific T2 le-
sions may contribute to optic nerve and thus retinal nerve fiber
layer damage due to possible retrograde trans-synaptic
neurodegeneration.

OR DTI as a biomarker for visual outcome

OR DTI showed associations between FA decrease and mul-
tifocal VEP amplitude asymmetry [106] and between all four
DTI indices and multifocal VEP latency prolongation [89,
92]. Whereas increased RD, MD, and AD values were posi-
tively correlated with VEP latency delay, FA showed negative
correlations indicating an FA decrease to be associated with
higher VEP latency delays. In a recent multiparametric visual
assessment study using DTI TBSS in 222 MS patients, signif-
icant correlations between RNFL thinning and decreased FA
and increased MD values of the optic radiations were reported
[93]. Another article reported associations between RNFL
thinning in the nasal retinal quadrant and specific FA decrease
in the synaptically connected contralateral OR [87]. There is
evidence that OR DTI in MS patients with no previous ON
may correlate with visual acuity, whereas this correlation van-
ishes after the occurrence of an acute ON event [114].
However, since these results are derived from an investigation
on a relatively small population of 23 MS patients, further
studies are required to clarify the capacity of OR DTI as a
potential visual outcome marker in MS. In summary, combi-
nation of DTI tractography methods and T2 structural MRI
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parameters enable the detection and quantification of white
matter fiber destruction within the posterior visual pathway.
This multiparametric approach facilitates the distinction be-
tween (1) direct focal axonal damage due to OR lesions, (2)
immediate axonal destruction of lesional fibers due to antero-
grade or retrograde degeneration, (3) trans-synaptic degener-
ation caused by prior ON or inflammatory lesional events, and
(4) global inflammatory and diffuse neurodegenerative
changes.

Pitfalls and perspectives of future DTI research

DTI limitations

To date, several limitations still hamper the validity of DTI-
based research results and impede the applicability of DTI
visual system assessment to routine clinical diagnostics. A
multitude of distinct DTI post-processing techniques, particu-
larly tractography methods and voxel-based approaches, have
been used heterogeneously throughout all studies. This limits
the comparability of findings between different research cen-
ters. Moreover, probabilistic and deterministic tractography
are prone to artifacts and lack anatomical accuracy. Hence,
individual tractography is still problematic and unreliable, par-
ticularly when anatomical changes due to disease pathology
occur, e.g., atrophy of the ventricles or remarkable DTI FA
decrease due to lesion pathology [12].

Currently, there is still no consensus on the optimal protocol
parameters for DTI and DTI post-processing methods. This
relates to acquisition parameters (e.g., resolution, number of
directions, b-value) and also to post-processing methods (e.g.,
deterministic tensor-based tractography, higher-order
tractographymodels with constrained spherical deconvolution).
In light of the quantitative nature of the analysis, a major obsta-
cle is the standardization of acquisition protocols especially
across institutions. However, without standardization, the ben-
efit of such an analysis is severely limited for clinical purposes.
Only a joint effort of MRI vendors as well as international
neurological and radiological societies can overcome this prob-
lem by providing guidelines and establishing the technical pre-
requisites for such analyses. The articles reviewed here have
shown the methodological capacities of DTI and have also
outlined important contributions of DTI to investigate visual
pathway damage. However, the usefulness of DTI for evalua-
tion of therapeutic approaches and prediction of visual out-
comes remains to be proven, except for few studies showing
evidence of optic nerve AD as an ON visual outcome predictor.
Our review can therefore only provide first hints to the potential
added value of DTI for describing visual pathway alterations.
However, it also outlines the pitfalls and limitations of previous
studies. Evaluation of normal values in DTI visual pathway
studies come with several limitations. Most of the studies suffer

from small sample size and lack statistical power, making in-
ferences about larger populations or even subpopulations im-
possible. The majority of previous study designs was cross-
sectional and exploratory in nature with few hypotheses
concerning statistical correlations with other visual outcome
parameters and therefore did not allow for statements about
longitudinal or even predictive changes of parameters and dis-
ease pathology.

DTI perspectives

The possibilities of optic nerve and optic radiation DTI and the
combination of DTI methods and structural MR as well as
visual outcome parameters makes DTI a useful method in
current research and future clinical approaches to understand
visual pathway disease pathology. This could help to foster
individual tailored innovative therapeutic strategies [119].

Optic nerve AD may serve as an individual predictor of
visual outcome during the acute stage of ON and could thus
potentially become a stratification parameter to facilitate the
decision between various treatment strategies (e.g., steroids,
plasma exchange) at an early time point. Moreover, the dis-
tinction between axonal degradation or demyelination pro-
cesses made by DTI provides the possibility to quantify pos-
itive effects of new experimental therapeutic agents including
upcoming remyelinating drugs. Combination of DTI with oth-
er advanced MR parameters (i.e., atrophy measurement,
MTR, MRS) may enable early classification of distinct
neuroimmunological CNS diseases and identification of pa-
tients with more severe inflammation or patients with progres-
sive axonal damage. This MR-based classification might fos-
ter the use of more tailored treatments in the sense of a "per-
sonalized neuroimmunology.^ Therefore, the next step will be
to combine the information of DTI and other advanced MR
technologies to generate patient profiles with regard to local-
ization, quantification, functional impairment, and possible
future development of visual pathway damage analogous to
other biomarker profiles used in PPPM [120]. These profiles
may serve as individual outcome predictors and as additive
biomarkers within personalized treatment algorithms in MS
and other CNS autoimmune diseases and help explain hetero-
geneous symptom presentations and associations, such as the
association between MS and Flammer syndrome [121].

Further technical and methodological advances in the field
of DTI are warranted. Standardization and validation criteria
for DTI acquisition and post-processing techniques are re-
quired to improve validity, reliability, and comparability
among research centers. Therefore, comparison between
methods and validation by post-mortem investigations are
needed. Future studies with larger sample size and concrete
research questions regarding the different neuroinflammatory
patterns need to be undertaken.
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Special focus will be put on longitudinal investigations to
compare visual pathway degradation in NMOSD and MS by
using DTI-based optic nerve and optic radiation assessment in
combination with OCT and other advanced MR technologies.
DTI at ultrahigh magnetic field strength at 7 T may yield the
possibility to provide additional information compared to clin-
ical routine MR at 1.5 or 3 Twith regard to spatial resolution.
To facilitate comparability and standardization between
workgroups and to enhance power of studies, collaborative
investigations are highly warranted. Preparation of supportive
guidelines in the setting of PPPM might help to overcome the
technological and logistical barriers concerning collaborative
DTI research.

Moreover, it is imperative to consider important factors that
may contribute to visual pathway damage and act as possible
confounders, i.e., (1) ON, (2) OR T2 lesion load, (3) global
T1/T2 lesion burden, and (4) diffuse neurodegeneration and
atrophy. Eventually, future DTI studies are highly warranted
to validate current findings. Further research studies will elu-
cidate DTI’s capacity to distinguish different pathological pat-
terns and its potential as a putative biomarker in phase II and
III therapy studies with the visual pathway as primary target.
Future efforts must aim to combine DTI with multimodal
objective visual pathway outcome parameters to facilitate in-
dividual pathology stratification and to provide personalized
diagnostic measures in neuroimmunology.
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